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ABSTRACT 

A number of tetrode electrode designs are considered. An Improve-

ment resulting in 425% more brightnesr with 26% less source plasma is 

suggested from the results of solutions of the Po.isson-Vlasov equations. 

1 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Neutral beams have been shown to be an effective means of heating 

confined plasmas in thermonuclear research. These neutral beams are 

created by electron attachment to a positive ion beam which traverses a 

gas. The efficiency of these beams depends largely on ion optics. In 

the following we will discuss tetrode optics as an extension of two 

previous works in connection with specific designs. This will be accom-

plished using a new algorithm for the solution of the Poisson-Vlasov 

equation. The first attempts to solve Eq. (1), including the Boltzmann 

electron term, were made in Refs. 1-3, and enjoy continued use.1*"5 

Unfortunately, the scheme used to solve the exponential term in Eq. (1) 

was an entirely explicit Iteration with the result that convergence 

usually did not obtain. The only hope for convergence with this scheme 

rested in allowing the plasma Dirichlet boundary condition to lie much 

of the way down the sheath, which required stipulating the plasma shape. 

This is done on the assumption (of questionable validity) that the field 

is constant on this surface. These difficulties are eliminated in more 

recent schemes6"11 that enable arbitrary electrode shapes to be inves-

tigated with reliability. 

II. FORMULATION AND METHOD OF SOLUTION 

The Poisson-Vlasov equation, 

(1) 

and 
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(v • 7 + 7<|. • Vv)f = 0 , (2) 

where f is the ion distribution function, is solved in either infinite 

slot or cylindrical geometry in the region shown in Fig. 1 using the 

Dirichlet boundary condition at the accelerator-neutralizer interface. 

This algorithm has enjoyed frequent use as a predictor and sub-

stantiator of experimental phenomena.12-26 

In order to eliminate dimensional redundancy so that our results 

are applicable to a nondenumerable number of configurations, we will 

make use of the theorem of Buckingham.** We suppose [as indicated by 

Eqs. (l)-(2) with initial boundary data] that the beam properties depend 

only on the independent physical parameters: the acceleration potential 

<J> , the current density i/eQ, an acceleration gap z, m, e, and other 

geometric parameters. Then, the independent dimensionless groups, upon 

which beam properties depend, are only12»11+ 

- iz2 M 1 / 2 p = - ) Y , 
W 

where y is the ratio of the second gap field to the first gap field, and 

ratios of geometric lengths to the accelerating gap. In the foregoing 

we have assumed that the temperature of the plasma electrons, kTe, is 

unimportant.10'12»22 »2I+ All of the geometric parameters specified can 

be scaled by z and will introduce more dimensionless groups. However, 

the parametric dependence of beam properties on p and y for fixed 

geometry is valid for any similar geometry. 
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If we designate the accelerating gap as the sum of the gaps and the 

potential in p as the total accelerating potential, the symbol used is p; 

if we specify only the first gap and first gap potential, the symbol is 

denoted as pj. In Ref. 14 the symbol pj. was considered to be tl'. 

dominant parameter affecting ion optics, using the unstated argument 

that the ions do not see the second gap fields near the extraction 

region, and was not verified in Figs. 7 and 9 therein. Although the 

observation of ion causality is true, it is an incomplete reason for pi 

to be a dominant parameter. Additional factors in determining ion 

optics are lens effects of the second electrode and the length of time 

the ions spend blowing up in the second gap due to their own space 

charge. This depends on what is happening in the second gap. All of 

the studies in this paper will take y = 2. 

III. REFERENCE 

A reference design is taken as shown in Fig. 2. This incorporates 

the notch electrode shape,23 which has been proven to yield a significant 

decrease in beam divergence in both a triode2/ and a tetrode26 accel-

erator structure. It utilizes the small holes which have been used 

frequently in past experimental investigations.13-14,16-17,26-29 

A detail of the plasma sheath region is shown in Fig. 3. An emittance 

diagram is shown in Fig. 4 for 1664 trajectories which pass through the 

device out of 2156 orbits in line for acceleration; this corresponds to 

a sheath transmission efficiency of 0.596. In the emittance diagram, 

the vertical axis corresponds to the radial velocity of the ions and the 

horizontal axis corresponds to the radial position of the ions as they 

leave the accelerator region. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the ion 
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beam divergence is dominated by aberrations; i.e., the ion temperature 

in the source plasma is zero, while the rms beam divergence for 832 

orbits is 0.90°, the wildest orbit is 3.10°, and the other 831 orbits 

have a rms divergence of 0.88°. Also, as can be seen from Fig. 4, the 

source plasma is overdense in the sense that the distribution extending 

from the origin does not come out in a horizontal direction. However, 

the rms angle is minimal since part of the aberrations are canceled out 

by the ion charge (as can be intuited from Fig. 3) and the greater the 

ion charge (i.e., the plasma density) the greater the cancellation. Of 

course, many of the aberration-producing fields are hidden away in the 

closet of the notch23 as shown in Fig. 3. To demonstrate that this 

notch is a virtue, an electrode design without it is shown in Figs. 5-7, 

corresponding to Figs. 2-4, respectively. The emittance diagram is shown 

in Fig. 7 for the unnotched tetrode for 1930 ion trajectories, which 

pass through the device out of 2425 orbits in line for acceleration; 

this corresponds to a sheath transmission of 0.575. The rms angle for 

this aberration-dominated ion beam is 1.32° for 965 trajectories, and 

the wildest orbit is 3.84°, which corresponds to a vastly inferior 

device as compared to the notched tetrode. The variation of divergence 

al optimum perveance and plasma density as a function of notch position 

is shown in Fig. 8. An important feature of any accelerator design is 

its sensitivity to imperfections. In Fig. 9 the radius of the beam for 

the configuration of Fig. 2 is shown as a function of plasma density. 

Therefore, for plasma density excursions of -65 to +110% of the optimum 

density there is no direct interception of the beam on the accelerating 

structure. 
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IV. BEVEL 

It should be noticed from Figs. 3 and 6 that a considerable fraction 

of the ions intercept the plasma electrode. In particular, in each case 

about 40% of those ions outside the geometric shadow of the electrode 

intercept the inner cylindrical wall. Moreover, the space charge forces 

on the outermost part of the beam that is transmitted drive these ions 

into the aberration-producing fields, which results in increased beam 

divergence. A method of removing this inefficiency of source plasma 

utilization is reduction of the straight bore cylindrical surface (shown 

in Figs. 2 and 5); this method is indicated in Fig. 10. A detail of the 

plasma sheath region is shown in Fig. 11. An emittance diagram at 

optimum conditions is shown in Fig. 12 for 1950 ion trajectories which 

pass through the device out of 2156 orbits in line for acceleration; 

this corresponds to a sheath transmission efficiency of 0.818, which is 

37% more plasma utilization than the 0.596 value shown in the reference 

notch design of Figs. 2-4. As can be seen in Fig. 12 the ion beam 

divergence remains dominated by aberrations; the rms beam divergence for 

975 orbits is 0.62°, the wildest orbit is 1.40°, and the remaining 974 

orbits still have a rms divergence angle of 0.62°. This divergence is 

substantially less than the 0.88° of the reference notch design; coupled 

to the increased current density (37% more), the brightness of the beam 

is 2.53 times the reference notch design. The plasma density is 9% less 

for the bevel; however, the sensitivity of the optics is 1.67 times 

greater for the bevel notch than for the reference notch. The variation 

of divergence at optimum perveance and plasma density as a function of 

notch: position is shown in Fig. 13. 
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V. LARGE HOLE 

It has been previously pointed out that an increase in electrode 

radius diminishes the beamlet divergence in tetrodes.» 2 5> 3 0 - 3 2 A 

further elaboration of this follows. Consider the structure of Fig. 2 

with all the radial dimensions multiplied by 1.8 and the decel potential 

divided by the total acceleration potential (=u) of 0.030 vs 0.010 

(3.6 kV vs 1.2 kV) shown in Fig. 14. A detail of the plasma sheath 

region is shown in Fig. 15. An emittance diagram at optimum conditions 

is shown in Fig. 16 for 1942 ion trajectories which pass through the 

device out of 2156 orbits in line for acceleration; this corresponds to 

the sheath transmission efficiency of 0.91, which is 36% more plasma 

utilization than the 0.596 value shown in the reference notch design of 

Figs. 2-4. As can be seen in Fig. 16, the ion beam divergence remains 

dominated by aberrations; the rms beam divergence for 971 orbits is 

0.65°, the wildest orbit is 2.19°, and the remaining 970 orbits have a 

divergence of 0.64°. This divergence is substantially less than the 

0.88° of the reference notch design. The optimum plasma extraction 

current density is 275 mA/cm2 in contrast to the 350 mA/cm2 of the 

reference notch (or 21% less). The geometric transparency for a typical 

web thickness, if assumed constant, is 57% for the large hole design of 

Fig. 14 versus the 45% for the reference design of Fig. 2, which is a 27% 

increase. Considering the 36% greater plasma utilization, the 27% 

greater geometric transparency,, and the 21% less sheath current density, 

the beam current density is 30% greater for the large diameter case 

considered here.. In addition, with the lower divergence the brightness 
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is 2.38 times the reference design of Fig. 2; however, the sensitivity 

of the optics is 2.11 times that of the reference notch design. 

VI. BEVEL WITH LARGE HOLE 

In Sect. IV we saw that the introduction of a bevel improved the 

brightness by a factor of 2.76; in Sect. V we saw that increasing the 

radius increased the brightness by a factor of 2.38. It follows that 

doing both simultaneously will provide yet a greater improvement; such 

a configuration is shown in Fig. 17. A detail of the plasma sheath 

region is shown in Fig. 18. An emittance diagram at optimum conditions 

is shown in Fig. 19 for 205A ion trajectories, which pass through the 

device out of 2156 orbits in line for acceleration; this corresponds to 

a sheath transmission efficiency of 0.91, which is 53% more plasma 

utilization than the 0.596 value shown in the reference notch design 

described in Sect. IV and shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen from Fig. 19 

the ion beam divergence remains dominated by aberrations; the rms angle 

for 1027 orbits is 0.51° and the wildest trajectory is 1.71°. This 

divergence is substantially lower than the 0.88° of the reference notch 

design of Fig. 2. The optimum plasma extraction current density is 

260 mA/cm2 in contrast to the 350 mA/cm2 of the reference notch, or 26% 

less. The geometric transparency is the same as that of Sect. V so 

that it is 27% greater than the reference design of Fig. 2. Considering 

the 53% greater plasma utilization, the 27% greater geometric transparency, 

and the 26% less sheath current density, the beam current density is 44% 

greater than the configuration of. Fig., 2.. In addition, with the lower 

divergence,, the brightness is 4.29 times the reference notch of Sect. III.. 
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The sensitivity of the beam divergence with change in plasma density is 

2.6 times the bevel notch as compared with the reference notch and 0.5 

times the sensitivity of the TFTR tetrode slot design.33 The variation 

of divergence at optimum perveance and plasma density as a function of 

notch position is shown in Fig. 20. 

VII. COMPARISON 

The most important measure of comparison is the brightness, which 

is proportional to the current density and inversely proportional to the' 

square of the divergence angle. This quantity is plotted as a function 

of plasma density in Fig. 21. Another important parameter is the plasma 

ion utilization, which takes into account the geometric transparency of 

the electrodes and the excess ion absorption to the plasma electrode 

over those in the geometric shadow of the electrode. This is compared 

in Fig. 22. A furtuer important parameter is the sensitivity to source 

plasma density excursions; this has been illustrated in Fig. 9 for the 

cases shown in Figs. 2 and 17. The variation in brightness for plasma 

excursions is shown in Fig. 23. It shows that it requires gigantic 

fluctuations to reduce the brightness of the Fig. 18 designs to that of 

the other designs. 

VIII. PLASMA POTENTIAL 

A theoretical prediction that a preacceleration potential, applied 

between the source plasma and the first acceleration electrode,, would; 

cause a brighter beam16 > t o obtain was experimentally verified'..16-17'26 
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For aberration-dominated electrode structures, a predecel potential also 

effected a significantly lower divergence2" with a maximum in the beam 

divergence occurring at an electrode potential y of about 10~3, where y 

is the potential of the electrode with respect to the plasma potential 

divided by the accelerating potential. This value of y is very near 

tĥ it value that would obtain if the electrode was isolated. The analysis 

of Ref. 20 was for the algorithm described in Refs. 35-36. Here, I 

consider this effect for the configuration used in Sect. VI (i.e., a 

bevel notch with large hole) using the algorithm of Refs. 10 and 37. 

The conclusions are shown in Fig. 24, substantiating the conclusions i*n 

Ref. 20 except for those of a predecel, wherein not as much of an 

increase is shown. This may be due to the lower aberrations inherent in 

uhis configuration as opposed to that in Ref. 20. It is notable, how-

ever, that experimental indications show that even a very modest precel 

causes a substantial decrease in divergence.16-17»26 This is not 

substantiated in the theoretical studies,16'20 which implies that the 

source plasma is modified by the application of a small precel. This 

would imply that it is desirable to apply source precel in all con-

figurations since a significant benefit would obtain. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Region for which Poisson-Vlasov equation is solved. 

Fig. 2. Solution to Poisson-Vlasov equation for a tetrode with a 

notched plasma electrode. 

Fig. 3. Detail of the plasma sheath region for the configuration 

shown in Fig. 2 (not to scale). 

Fig. 4. Emittance of ions for case shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 5. Solution to Poisson-Vlasov equation for a tetrode without 

a notched plasma electrode for an optimized perveance. 

Fig. 6. Detail of the plasma sheath region for the configuration 

shown in Fig. 5 (not to scale). 

Fig. 7. Emittance of ions for the case shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 8. Variation of divergence at optimum perveance and plasma 

density as a function of notch position t. for configurations otherwise 

like that of Figs. 2-3. The unit of £ is the sum of the accelerating 

gaps and the thickness of the first electrode T = 0.143 in these units. 

Fig. 9. Radius of the beam divided by the electrode radius as a 

function of plasma density for two configurations, one shown in Fig. 2 

and the other shown in Fig. 17. 

Fig. 10. Solution to Poisson-Vlasov equation for a tetrode with a 

beveled and notched plasma electrode. 

Fig. 11. Detail of the plasma sheath region for the configuration 

shown- in Fig. 10 (not to scale). 

Fig. 12. Emittance of ions for the case shown in Fig. 11. 

Fig. 13. Variation of divergence at optimum perveance and plasma 

density as a function of liotch position 5 for configurations otherwise 
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like those of Figs. 10-11. The unit of 5 is the sum of the accel-

erating gaps and the thickness of the first electrode T = 0.143 in these 

units. 

Fig. 14. Solution to the Poisson-Vlasov equation for a notch 

tetrode with the radial dimensions larger by a factor of 1.8 and a decel 

potential larger by a factor of 3. 

Fig. 15. Detail of the plasma sheath region for the configuration 

shown in Fig. 14 (not to scale). 

Fig. 16. Emittance of ions for the case shown in Fig. 15. 

Fig. 17. Solution to Poisson-Vlasov equation for a tetrode with a 

bevel and a notch and large radius electrode 1.8 times that in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 18. Detail of the plasma sheath region for the configuration 

shown in Fig. 17 (not to scale). 

Fig. 19. Emittance of ions for the case shown in Fig. 17. 

Fig. 20. Variation of divergence at optimum perveance and plasma 

density as a function of notch position 5 for configuration otherwise 

like those of Figs. 17-18. The unit of g is the sum of the accelerating 

gaps and the thickness of the first electrode T = 0.143 in these units. 

Fig. 21. Brightness vs plasma density for the configurations 

considered herein. 

Fig. 22. Plasma utilization for the configuration considered 

herein. 

Fig. 23. Variation of brightness as a function of plasma excur-

sions for the configuration considered herein. 

Fig. 24. Beam divergence as a function of plasma potential. 
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